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Introduction

Results
As a result of the thermodynamic analysis of the work for resting state respiration (diaphragm) performed by a
healthy adult individual (Table1);
Table 1. Variation of the glucose consumption rate, exergy destruction rate and the entropy generation rate in the
human respiratory (diaphragm) muscles with the second law efficiency (healthy rest subject breathing Work = 3.36 x
10-3 kJ/min (min work) - 4.8x10-3 kJ/min (max work).
mglucose

mglucose

Glucose Concentration

Exdestroyed,muscle

Sgen,muscle

(mol/min)

(mmol/min)

in Blood (mmol/L)

(kJ/min)

(kJ/K)/min

0.3 (for min work)

2.89x10-6

0.22

4.34x10-2

8.41x10-3

2.82x10-5

0.3 (for max work)

4.13x10-6

0.31

6.20x10-2

1.20x10-2

4.03x10-5

ηII

 The minimum and maximum values of the exergy destruction were calculated to change from 8.41x10-3
kJ/min to 12x10-3 kJ/min, respectively.
 Entropy generation was found to be between 2.82x10-5 (kJ/K)/min and 4.03x10-5 (kJ/K)/min.
 The glucose used by the diaphragm muscle is calculated for minimum and maximum work values.
 Given the results of the energy balance analysis according to the first law of thermodynamics, the glucose
consumed for this work was calculated as 0.22-0.31 mmol/min.

Conclusions
Methods
In this study, a human respiratory system was modeled as the diaphragm skeletal muscle. Then, the first and second
laws of thermodynamics were utilized to analyze these systems. Mass, energy, exergy and entropy balances are
performed around the diaphragm muscles to calculate the glucose consumption, exergy destruction and entropy
generation (Fig.1-2).
1. Energy Balance
Energy balance around the muscle system (Fig. 1.), requires:
Q  W   (mh) in   (mh) out  E  0

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of the ATP generation
and work performance in the muscle
i

i

where i=1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to glucose, oxygen, carbon dioxide
and water, respectively.
2. Exergy destroyed in the blood stream
Exergy destroyed in the blood stream is calculated from :
T0 

Ex destroyesd  Q1 
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Fig. 1 The schematic description of the muscle contraction process

3. Entropy Balance
The entropy generation is calculated as:

s gen 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the ATP generation and work
performance in the muscle

When the muscle work done by the diaphragm is maximized, exergy destruction is also increasing. As entropy
generation increases with the substrate utilization, entropy generation also increases when the work done by the
diaphragm is maximized in the respiration of the healthy individual.

In this thermodynamic analysis, exergy destruction and entropy generation in diaphragm muscles during
respiration were in association with the blood circulation, depending on the muscle work.
 By evaluating the work done by the diaphragm muscle by thermodynamic analysis may provide additional information
in determining the work performance related to the respiratory system.
 In the other words thermodynamic analysis of the diaphragm muscles may provide additional information in case of
respiratory problems.
 In individuals with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, considering the increased muscle work to be done for
respiration, entropy generation may be expected to increase further in these patients.
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